
Characters
* denotes role with audition song excerpt (see below)

* Alex- a lion and the main attraction at the Central Park Zoo
* Marty- a zebra with dreams of  exploring the wild,beyond Central Park Zoo
* Melman- a kind-hearted giraffe who is a bit of  ahypochondriac
* Gloria- a hippopotamus and a bold young lady with a maternal streak who shines when she’s with her friends
* Penguins- a group of  birds on a mission: to bustout of  the zoo and return home to Antarctica

Skipper- the captain of  the group
Kowalski- Skipper’s second-in-command
Rico- brute of  the group who will karate chop anything
Private- his main job is to maintain the cute and fuzzy disguise of  the group

Mason- a chimpanzee with a bone to pick: though highly intelligent, his species seems to get a bad reputation
Lemurs- a wild band of  creatures native to Madagascar trying desperately to avoid being eaten by the Foosa

* King Julien- leader of  the lemurs; a comedian who’svery confident in his dance moves
Maurice- King Julien’s assistant who is not so welcoming to Madagascar’s new inhabitants
Mort- the litterlist of  the Lemurs who can barely speak
Lynn, Lew, Lee, Lars- smaller roles for actors with bold personalities

Foosa Leader- the biggest and baddest leader of  theFoosa (Foosa are catlike predators with an appetite for lemurs)
Ensemble- a combination of  New Yorkers and Animals that are essential for setting up the world of  the
Central park Zoo and Madagascar—they are bold and full of  energy!

Zookeepers- Zelda, Zoe, and Zeke
Servers and Steaks- imagined in Alex’s dream when he starts to desperately desire meat.

Audition Excerpts
Alex- “Best Friends” - (Beginning - 1:05)
Marty- “Wild and Free” - (Beginning - 0:35)
Melman- “It’s Showtime” - (3:00 - 3:14)
Gloria- “It’s Showtime” - (Beginning - 0:37)
Penguins- “Penguins’ Sea Shanty” - (All)
King Julien- “Welcome to Me” - (All) AND “I Like To Move It” (Beginning - 0:10)

Ensemble- “Grand Central” AND “Together Forever”
(Beginning - 0:33)            (Beginning - 0:34 )

Everyone should only prepare two songs for their audition:
● Prepare only what’s indicated in parenthesis (song times).
● If  you’re auditioning for a specific role, prepare the song excerpt for that role and “Together Forever”.
● If  the role you are auditioning for doesn’t have a required song, prepare both ensemble song excerpts.
● If  you’re auditioning for anything, then prepare the ensemble audition song excerpts.


